MYSTICAL MUSIC IN MULTIMEDIA

Musical Landscapes and the Goddess of Music Exhibition – this unique multimedia exhibition seeks to unravel the mystique of music by exploring its scientific, artistic and spiritual dimensions and its reflections in the images of goddesses across Asian cultures. Ranjit Makkuni will present such a show to celebrate the interactive art medium. The project features both traditional and novel new instruments, chanting, et al.

WHEN: Till December 7, 11 am daily.
Event duration: 7 hours
WHERE: National Gallery of Modern Art, Sir C J Public Hall MG Road, Mumbai

GERMAN JAZZ

A jazz concert by Tharichens Tentett. Pianist, composer and arranger Nicolai Tharichen founded the German troupe back in 1999 with the singer Michael Schiefel. The 10-piece band performs Nicholai’s original scores, mostly songs set on poems by Byron, Hardy, Dorothy Parker, Ronald D. Laing etc.

WHEN: November 30, 7.30 pm
WHERE: Dalhousie Institute, 42, Jhowtolla Road, Kolkata